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BREEZER TOP 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

WAR 1165 & 1170 

JK WRANGLER 
 

NOTE: The Warrior Breezer Top requires the use of the Bestop Quick Detach Windshield Header, part number 51243-01.  It 

is not known to fit with any other brand of channel. 

 

Installation:  

1. In the rear corners of your Jeep, pull back the carpet and find an adequate spot on the inner tub 

wall to mount the two black footman loops.  Position the footman loops in the same location 

relative to each corner so that the straps will be even from side to side.  Begin with the driver 

side first.  You should be able to position it so that the strap of the Breezer Top will slide through 

the existing slot in the carpet where your hard top wiring normally passes through.  Position the 

passenger side to match the driver side.  You can choose to cut a matching slot in that side of the 

carpet as well or just run the strap between the carpet and the edge of the tub. 

2. With the locations of your footman loops chosen.  Mark the mounting holes with a felt marker or 

scribe and center punch the marks.  Drill all 4 marks with a 1/8” drill bit.  Use a screwdriver to 

fasten the loops into place.  These will be a permanent modification as they’ll be hidden behind 

the carpet when not in use. 

3. Using the proper sized Torx driver, remove the 8 screws that fasten the header knob bases to the 

Bestop Quick Detach Windshield Header.  Snap the Warrior Breezer Top onto the existing snaps 

located on the windshield header. 

4. Position the header knob bases back onto the windshield header and note where the screw holes 

are located.  Using a utility knife or similar tool, make small slits through the breezer material 

where the screws will go. Reinstall the header knob bases sandwiching the breezer material 

between the bases and the windshield header.                                                                                                                        

5. Roughly position the top into place.  Position the windshield channel into place and latch it into 

place. 

6. Begin cinching down the straps around the roll bar, speaker bar, and to the footman loops you 

already installed.  It works best to get all of the straps into place, then work your way around the 

Jeep cinching them all tight.  Tuck in any hanging strap ends. 

7. This completes your Breezer Top installation.  To uninstall, simply unhook all of the straps and 

the windshield channel, roll the Breezer Top up around the channel, and store it away.  

 

If you need further assistance installing your product, please contact us by email at 

techsupport@warriorproducts.com or call us at (888) 220-6861. 
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